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Kit Lotus Editorial—the world’s only magazine dedicated to scale model Lotus

Hello to all Lotus friends and welcome to Kit Lotus
Volume 14 Issue 5 and I would like to start with a
tongue in cheek appeal to anyone who temporarily
resides on the Antarctic Continent who may be
building scale model Lotus in their spare time from
their research duties perhaps ? Maybe a member
of the British Antarctic Survey ? Why? Because I
need this to complete the set. I am very pleased to
say that with Nandish Bansi from Bangalore
sharing his super IXO Volvo Transporter conversion,
we can now boast contributors to Kit Lotus from
every continent across the globe except Antarctica.
Nandish describes how he corrected his JPS
transporter.
On a more serious note, we are on the last few
weeks of seeing out 2020 and I for one can’t wait
to se the back of it. Not being able to take Kit Lotus
out on the road to displays has been pretty
miserable and I hope upon hope that by the back
end of 2021, we will be in a far better place. The
saving grace of this awful year has been the growth
in Kit Lotus readership as Lotus enthusiasts find
themselves with more time on their hands. The
growth in the number of contributors has been
inspiring with new ones being featured in every
issue and without exception, the same applies to
your November KL. The level of skill and the
amount of ingenuity demonstrated by Lotus model
collectors and builders is astounding and never
ceases to amaze me . Take dioramas for example,
even those who don’t necessarily build kits have
taken to the theme by including diecast, resincast
and ready built models into montages of Lotus
history. I am extremely grateful, not just for the
articles and pictures but for the way this year has
shaped relationships and a willingness to
participate and to share all those Lotus photos and
stories with like-minded people. The point of social
media has really hit home and in world where
much bile and rhetoric is spouted freely by
keyboard warriors, it is good to know that its
purpose has solidified above all the garbage, in a
space where reasonable people can share …….

a hobby in friendship, it kind of restores faith in
human nature and I hope it will go on for many more
years.
For my part, I have done absolutely zilch modelling
since the last issue as I make good on some
retirement promises. One of them was to myself, to
refurbish my garage workshop so that I could do
more modelling in the winter months now that I
(supposedly) have more time on minds. The project
was to insulate the ceiling and walls of my brick built,
flat roofed garage. Simple you might say until you
actually realise just how much stuff you have
collected over the years and the total impracticality
of moving everything out whilst doing the work.
Because of this I did the work in six sections moving
stuff around as each section was completed which
seemed to take forever but it is finished and I can do
some work in there as well as park the car. Which
leads on nicely to my next project which will be a
scratch build of the Lotus MK 2, or the first car to
actually be called a Lotus from the outset rather than
retrospectively. I’m just pouring over some drawings
from Pedroza Consulting PLC but you can read about
my plan in this issue.
60s heartthrob of many a spotty schoolboy, Diana
Rigg aka Mrs Emma Peel from the TV series “The
Avengers” passed away recently. Her everlasting
association with her Lotus Elan from the series
couldn’t pass unmarked so I have had a little look at
her “steed” (pun intended) from its origins in a
CORGI gift set. Originals are worth a few bob now.
I do hope you enjoy this issue, as always it is a great
pleasure to put it together and as it is the last issue
before the festive season, let me be the first to wish
you all a very merry Christmas in whatever shape or
form it may take for us this year.
Take care and stay safe.

JT

Previously in KL Vol 14 Issue 3, I reported that changes were being made at SMTS (Scale Model Technical
Services). That has now become official when Nicola Bulgari , famous for his international car collections
and his multinational jewellery company and also owner of BROOKLIN models, bought SMTS which should
be great news for model enthusiasts like us. Keith Williams, who we know as the mainstay of SMTS and
was looking forward to a quiet retirement remains with the company and is very positive about the future.
Brooklin with a larger workforce and volume production techniques will blend with the more hands-on
model making skills and 3D printing abilities found at SMTS. Kit Lotus wishes them every success, now
fingers crossed for some new Lotus models from the south coast of England.

Tecnomodel Lotus 12
Furthering its reputation for exquisitely made 1:18 early Lotus racers, Tecnomodel has announced a Lotus
type 12 to the stable which already includes both the Type 16 and the Type 18. Set for release before
Christmas and priced around the £270 mark, this resin cast is bound to attract sell out attention.
In four versions featuring
drivers Cliff Alison and
Graham Hill together with the
1956 Earls Court incomplete
show car – remember the
wooden gearbox? The 12 was
built to coincide with the
1957 Formula 2 regulations
but also debuted as Colin
Chapman’s first formula one
car in1958 at the Monaco
Grand Prix. The car featured
what became known as the
Chapman Strut rear
suspension but didn’t perform at all in its F2 guise
scoring only one outright win.
However, it could be argued
that despite being a F2 car, it
performed admirably for a
debutant in F1. Cliff Allison scoring a point for sixth place at Monaco in the #26 car with Graham Hill #24
failing to finish. This feat repeated itself at the Dutch grand prix followed by a fourth place at Spa once again
in the hands of Cliff Allison riding as #40. Famously, the 12 could have scored a remarkable victory at Spa if
the race were just one lap longer as the first three all expired after crossing the finish line.
The Lotus 12 was a very neat package
and Tecnomodel has captured the car
very well as the images of Allison’s Spa
car demonstrates with some wonderful
detail, especially the suspension. On
first glance, the car sits very well on the
wobbly webs but I initially thought it
looked a little deep on the flanks but
that is just how the image sits which
then makes me think the picture is a
CGI rather than the actual car in resin?
Who cares? it looks great although the
rivets over the nose cone do look a
little robust. Watch out for this one as it
will disappear from your favourite
stockist quite sharpish.

Don’t forget that the KIT LOTUS email address has changed, all correspondence should go to:
kitlotusmail@virginmedia.com

Lotus Cortina diorama
For many Jim Clark fans, there are lasting images of what made Jim become the indelible memory of how we
as individuals saw him. The greatest allrounder of all time, not just operating in the world of Formula One
which thankfully in that era , was nowhere near the sanitised environment of today, but in the way he would
take on anything that Colin Chapman would steer him towards and indeed, the many variants of car he drove
prior to coming under Chapman’s wing. Probably the one such car which will synchronise that ethos for ever
is the Mark 1 Lotus Cortina. The Cortina has also become a favourite of modellers and model collectors,
rapidly snapped up in any scale or form.
Kit Lotus reader Lawrence Johnston, whom many of you will know form his Jim Clark Memorabilia group on
Facebook has very kindly allowed me to share his Lotus Cortina/ Jim Clark diorama.
Lawrence created this diorama
featuring a squad of Lotus Cortinas
during a race meeting, possibly
Crystal palace 1964 or maybe
Snetterton perhaps? Either way
Clark did at some point drive all the
cars shown as numbered in the
scene.
Jim looks quite relaxed, maybe just
confident that the young Mr Dance
at the front of his car will sort
whatever minor adjustment is
required. Or, just satisfied that he
has captured a decent grid position
that will assist his quest to vanquish
the Galaxies?
Lawrence has added some nice
touches such as the pool of oil on
the floor, something which Colin Chapman once said his mechanics weren’t at home unless they were
swimming in oil somewhere. The tyre scuffed door panel dumped in the corner stands witness to some hard
charging during he practice sessions.
The model subjects are all sourced from
the AutoArt 1:18 diecast range and are
renowned for brilliant detail reflected in
their retail price. Maybe TSM for the figures?
Some detailing work has been done to
the cars—the cam covers for example and Lawrence has really captured the
garage scene atmosphere with the
accessories and figures he has included
.

Lotus VI slot car
A basic balsa wood scratch built bodyshell with plasticard wings prove very effective on this 1:24 scale slot
racer built by Peter Emery. Sitting on a
vintage ‘Dynamics’ chassis and
featuring a rewound Mabouchi 16D
motor and with a driver figure, Peter
has created a very acceptable Lotus
Mk VI.
The Type VI isn’t represented widely in
any scale and it is great to be able to
showcase slot racing in Kit Lotus
especially when scratch building is
involved.
Peter’s model is a racer and not just a
display piece , the on track shot
evokes the early days of Lotus racing
cars possibly Goodwood? And well
deserves the front cover. Peter has
other racers including a vintage
Tamiya Lotus 30 in 1:32 scale.

Peter’s model replicates the actual Lotus VI below

Staying on the slot car theme, Scalextric slot car makers from the Hornby Model stable have excelled
themselves with this highly detailed triple set of 1:32 scale Lotus. Featuring three of the most famous Colin
Chapman creations with three of his favourite drivers, the set consists of the 1962/63 Lotus 25 with a Jim
Clark driver figure in the Team Lotus green. Next up is the Lotus 49B in the famous red and white of Gold Leaf
Team Lotus and with a Graham Hill
driver figure. Lastly, the beautiful
Lotus 72D in the iconic black and gold
John Player Team Lotus livery
featuring the Emerson Fittipaldi driver
figure. Your Scalextric track needs this
set and you can pick up this super
threesome for £129 at your favourite
model shop. The level of detail and
authenticity on slot cars has come on
in leaps and bounds, so much so this
set would not disgrace your display
cabinet.

Volvo Transporter conversion by Nandish Bansi
Getting things right is very often one of the overriding factors for the keen model collector and we Lotus
fanatics are no exception, so when a manufacturer releases a model to the market it does come under close
scrutiny. Recently, adding to the growing array of 1:43 race car transporters coming to the market from
several makers, IXO has released two versions of the John Player Team Lotus Volvo transporter , firstly from
1981 when the more ’traditional’
JPS livery was used and then from
the Andretti era with the John
Player Team Lotus flag livery. Both
nice models but the later version is
not quite right. Released as the
Volvo F88, the picture of the real
thing appears to be the slightly
later Volvo F89 Tractor Unit with
wider front grille.
Kit Lotus reader Nandish Bansi
stepped in to make the
adjustments to his newly acquired
model by swapping the grille for

John Player Team Lotus transporter outside the Hethel factory, clearly shows wider
grille and extra auxiliary lights.

the wider version and adding a couple of extra
auxiliary lights. If you look closely at the before and
after pictures , the changes made by Nandish has
given the model a more purposeful look. The wider
grille and the extra lights give the impression of
lowering the overall stance of the truck. It just needs
a nice chrome air horn to sit on the cab roof, but even
without that little finishing touch, add some True Scale
Miniatures figures and a nice 1:43 scale Lotus 78 and
you have very neat diorama scene of 1978 and a very
satisfied Nandish

Diorama scene above, before and after
pictures to the right
This has made another very nice addition to the growing collection of race team auxiliary vehicles in in the
ever popular 1:43 scale which could almost be be
seen as a stand alone collecting theme. It is no
accident either that, whilst race car transporters and
team support vehicles are popular, Team Lotus has
captured the imagination of the most popular
manufacturers and judging by the amount of Lotus
transporter pictures that pop up on social media, the
IXO Volvo will certainly not be the last. An ESSEX
version next is the strongest rumour.
.

Modelling Piccolino Lotus in 1:76 scale by Peter Stevenson

Bellini Models
Bellini)

Piccolino)

1:76

Piccolino
Ayrton Senna

Eaton’s BRM P154 Can-Am
Bellm
Lotus
Piccolino

Ralt F3

George

R.A.E.Models
–
Piccolino Lotus

1958 Lotus 15 - modelled as raced by Graham Hill

1958 Lotus 16—modelled as raced by Graham Hill

1960 Lotus 18—modelled as raced by Stirling Moss

1960 Lotus 18—modelled as raced by Jim Clark

Modelling Piccolino Lotus in 1:76 scale continued …………...

1962 Lotus 25—modelled as raced by Jim Clark

1965 Lotus 33—modelled as raced by Jim Clark

1969 Lotus Europa GT—modelled as raced by John Miles

1970 Lotus Elan GT—modelled as a generic clubman racer

My collection includes two versions of the Lotus 18 because I wanted to include both the Rob Walker entered
car (Stirling Moss) and a Team Lotus entrant (Jim Clark) car.
Both the road based Europa and Elan cars have been modelled in racing form as a Lotus 47 (the race version
of the Europa) and a Lotus 26R (the race version of the Elan).

*Editors Notes:
Tony Bellm was the man behind Listerine products who were the co-sponors of the OMEGA BMW Touring Cars
in the early nineties and driven by Will Hoy and Tony’s son Ray Bellm. Tony’s 1:20 kits were excellent and
included a Lotus 16 in the range. Some years ago under the Kit Lotus banner, I had talks with R.A.E Models
about re-running the 16 on a limited run which I offered to fund. Unfortunately after a promising start, the
project went cold because the moulds were all stored in a shipping container , even after volunteering to organise a sort through, I got no further response from RAE. The kits are very rare but if one came along I would
be interested.
R.A.E Models haven’t released any car models recently having expanded into larger commercial 3D
modelling on film sets and the like. They did produce the 1:8 Lotus 18 Kit I modelled back in 2014 and their
website hints at a return but with a 1:8 Jaguar XK
Thank you to Peter for sharing comment on his collection with us.

More Lotus dioramas
Francois Derible has allowed us to see some of his amazing dioramas which he puts together including the
kits he builds, two of these feature the Provence Moulage Lotus Eleven and the other a montage of the 1966
Lotus 38 Indy Car on the back of the trailer as it left Cheshunt , assuming to the air freight shippers, for
onward travel to the brickyard. Continuing on the Eleven theme surely that can’t be a Lotus broken down by
the side of the road?

When is a Lotus Cortina not a Lotus Cortina? When they are fake, obviously, but are they fake if built on the
Ford assembly lines? Such was the second Ford Cortina to wear the Lotus badge and have an official name of
Cortina Lotus by virtue of it being built on the Ford assembly lines unlike the Mark One Lotus Cortina which
graced the upper floor of the Lotus works in Cheshunt. Even worse, a Lotus Cortina soft top? The English
conversion company Crayford was no stranger to creating soft top conversions officially sanctioned by the
manufacturers at their Westerham facility and when the Mark 2 Cortina powered by the Lotus twin cam
engine was announced as part of the new Cortina range, Crayford lost no time in wanting to remove the roof.
40 such examples were made, 39 of them in the traditional
ermine white with green stripe and one in black—apparently
the owner didn’t want a resprayed car so a special build
was undertaken at Lotus.
Oxford Diecast is adding the model to its list in 1:43 scale
and it should hit the shelves at around £25. The word is a
quarter 4 release date this year, which is about now but so
far, no images are available. Oxford make great value models in a very affordable price bracket and already
many of their stockists are taking pre-orders.

MG Model Plus Lotus 79 - by Peter Pedroza
When I handed over the type 107 to Kevin Smith he gave me a large box wrapped up as a present, a gift from
him to me for all the work involved in making his model. Ripping off the wrapping paper revealed an MG
Model Plus of a type 79 in 1:12 scale. Upon returning home I opened the box and layed out the parts, and
there were a lot of them. Resin, white metal, turned aluminium rims, rubber tyres, photoetched parts in steel
and brass, pipes, wire, mesh and a large sheet of decals. Now I could go on and on about the building of the
model but this time let's do something different, let's talk in depth about the instructions. "Instructions" is
perhaps a wrong description of this 16 page document. A quick Google reveals the opposite meaning of
instruction to be misinformation which would be more accurate but I've got a couple of better words,
bewildering confusion! Now let me say straight away the difficulty is nothing to do with the English translation
from Italian, in fact there are very few written words, no, it's to do with the actual layout of the diagrams. In any
other diagram I've come
across all the parts follow a
sequential number system
but as I've already said there
are resin, white metal and
photoetched parts and the
three types have their own
number system. So part
number 7 for example could
be resin, metal or photoetch.
The numbers are displayed in
three shapes, circle for metal,
rectangle for photoetch and a
fancy rectangle for resin and
so presumably this is
designed to make
identification easier - except it
doesn't! You just spend time going back to page one to remind yourself which is which.
So you start to build the model and before long you come to a sub-assembly with a wire or hose connection
and the instruction will then say simply, "To ref G", so then you go on a mystery tour looking through the
booklet for "Ref G". Starting to get confused? It gets better.
Steps 9 & 10 is the build up of the rear suspension, which incidentally is beautifully detailed. A dry assembly
run showed that there was something seriously amiss with the position of the rear subframe as it straddles
the gearbox. Following the assembly as shown can lead to breakage of some of the delicate white metal links.
It was obvious that the drawing was wrong but staring at it didn't help so it took a trip to the Haynes 79
manual to clear things up. Step 11 is the fitting of the exhausts, step 12 is the fitting of the engine and
gearbox into the undertray, except it won't because the exhaust which you've just attached prevent this from
happening. The only way is the remove the exhausts and refit them later. Step 14, fitting the side pods and
skirts. The skirts themselves are made in brass and together with the side plates, also in brass, slide up and
down beautifully. Or rather they
would if we're not for the two
cheesehead screws that attach
the side pods to the undertray.
With these in place you can't fit
the side plates let alone make
the skirts operate, so you then
have to search elsewhere for
small countersunk screws.

MG Model Plus Lotus 79 continued………………...
The model can be built in one of three versions, No 5 for Andretti, No
6 for Peterson or No 55 as raced by Jean-Pierre Jarier in the last
couple of races in 1978. I was tempted to do the Jarier version for a
change but in the end plumped for Ronnie's car and I'm glad I did. The
"instructions" show the differences between the cars of Ronnie and
Mario, front wheels, roll hoop and mirrors, but there is nothing at all
about No 55. This is a problem with the extra decals on his car and so
it would entail a bit of research, ok not a problem in itself but the
point is you shouldn't have too with a kit like this. And so on and so
on.
You start to get the feeling that the company who manufactured the
kit is not the same as the one who produced the paperwork and that
the only time these two items come together is when they are packed
in the box. I said that there is not much in the way of text, just the
usual health and safety bumph, but there are two lines that clearly
stand out. "Always read the instructions before assembling", and
"Modelling experience required", well the jury's still out on the former
but it's spot on for the latter.

Ok, grumbling finished, back to the
model.
The model followed the usual build
order of all kits, tub, engine, gearbox,
suspension, etc., and as you would
expect from this type of kit is very
highly detailed, the engine and gearbox alone would justify a stand-alone display. The decals are superb as you would expect from Cartograph and
there were two sets in the box. Now in any multi-media kit it's usually the resin parts that entail the most work
to get a good fit and this MG Model was no exception although to be fair the vast majority of the parts were
very good with just two requiring extra attention. The roll hoop was badly twisted and snapped when trying to
restore it so a tricky repair job ensued and the oil tank on top of the gearbox was very badly "chewed up" so it
was easier to turn a new one. It's a real pity about the paperwork because after all the trials and tribulations
the kit turned into a very accurate and detailed model of the real thing and recreated the lines of the car
beautifully. After all they didn't call the 79 "Black Beauty" for nothing.

Farewell to an Avenger
Back in September, British Actress Diana Rigg passed away aged 82. Ms Rigg played Mrs Emma Peel in the
sixties TV show the Avengers and became the heartthrob of many a young man growing up in that era wearing
her slinky leather catsuits whilst carrying out her crime fighting escapades. Throughout those times we could
rely upon Corgi Toys to produce models of the cars related to many tv and film subjects and the Avengers
joined that list with a two-car gift set. The Corgi Avengers Gift Set (GS40) featured the two main characters of
the popular crime fighting spy series, John Steed and Emma Peel. Released by Corgi in 1966 and made until
1969, this popular set contained a red 1927 Blower Bentley from the Corgi Classics range and a white Lotus
Elan Series 2.
In the series Steed drove three Bentleys all of which were British Racing Green and Corgi aficionados will
confirm that the red Bentley featured in the set was a 1967 version depicted from the tv programme “ The
World of Wooster”. That is by the by as we are really only concerned with Emma Peel’s Lotus Elan. Here again,
colour could be important as during the show, both the original series shown in black and white, then the
subsequent colour versions, Emma Peel drove a powder blue Elan which points really to Corgi just doing a
marketing and packaging job on existing products adding a bowler hatted John Steed figure and the delightful
Emma Peel in a white trouser suit with sixties style hat. Ms Rigg always hated the slinky suits she was
depicted in and later episodes saw her attired in softer jersey
fabric trouser suits and trendy caps, just like the figurine in
the gift set (there you are, fashion knowledge as well from Kit
Lotus). The set also provided three extra Steed umbrellas
Emma Peel was all about the modern sixties whilst John
Steed was in the tradition of a British spy. Mrs Peel was
already an accomplished businesswoman, sportswoman and
martial arts specialist who turned to spying after her husband
supposedly went missing in an aircraft over South America.
Her ‘steed’ of choice was the Series 2 Elan, and the Corgi
model was based on their #318. It featured opening bonnet
showing its Lotus Twin Cam engine and had sliding side windows which often went missing.
The two-car set in genuine untouched condition with original
box is commanding figures up to £500 on the internet. Oddly, the box graphics show a green Bentley, but the
set contains the red model. Latterly, sets have been coming up for sale with “rare” green Bentleys and a blue
Elan, but I cannot confirm if Corgi ever released this. The Corgi range also had a blue S2 Elan, but this had a
“I’ve got a tiger in my tank” sticker covering the boot lid and had no link whatever with the Avengers. The rise
of reproduction boxes and remakes of the plastic spares like umbrellas and replacement Elan side windows
all contribute to a reproduction set so
beware if you are thinking of buying.
The set was advertised in boy’s comics of
the era including TV Century 21 – which I
had – but the Corgi adverts, in black and
white showed real cars and pictures of Emma Peel and John Steed.
Diana Rigg was a wonderful accomplished
actress with many credits but for us she will
always be Emma Peel in h

More mods from Italy
Claudio Giannone almost missed these two rarities both of which never raced but were tried and rejected in
practice sessions. The Lotus 79 tried this high level front wing during 1978 but we can’t confirm which race
practice session. Could be Belgium, Spain or Sweden?
Paolo Giardino did a great job of converting the 43 scale once again, just some decal mods to finish

At Anderstorp for the 1974 Swedish Grand Prix, both Lotus drivers tested this huge airbox but they found it
operated lik a huge sail strapped to the back of the car producing some weird handling characteristics and so
the idea was promptly dropped.
Paolo admits to the
decals on both cars
being incorrect but
something which
can be altered, and
the airbox on the 72
is maybe a touch too
tall on the Quartzo
donor car, but it all
helps to provide
Claudio with his
1000 plus collection
of every Lotus race
car that ever lived.
Still no sign of the
Monza front nose
cone?

Lotus MK 2 scratch build project introduction
Encouraged by the Incorrigible and buoyed by the nice reception to my Lotus 1 Replica, making another
scratch build was always on the cards for me, but which one? There are some candidates but having found a
taste for the very early Lotus , the Lotus MkII has entered my sights. There are major benefits to making this
choice, firstly, the car still exists and the current owner Nigel Halliday, who incidentally is the MKs 1,2,3 and 4
Registrar for the Historic Lotus Register, is keen on the idea and when I asked hm about it, he willingly
volunteered his help which includes going to see the car ( when Boris gives the all clear). Secondly, more
accurate information and photographs of the car, both in period and now, are available. Thirdly, and most
importantly, I have the backing of Peter Pedroza’a lathe which, like my Lotus 1 Replica, means some super
turned components.
The Mark 2 was completed in 1950 but Chapman
only owned it for two years. Now this presents a problem, any plan is to visit the car with my camera and
tape measure means I will have to make a choice of
which version to build as the car has quite a varied
history for the first few years of its life until it was laid
up in the back of a barn in Hampshire. Having a
history from various custodians since Chapman
advertised and the car for sale in MOTOR SPORT may
not be enough as Chapman designed the car for trials
and to try his hand on the race circuit. Trials expert
Mike Lawson bought the car and campaigned it
successfully before selling it on to another Trials
Barber Museum replica, probably the race ver- expert this time in Ireland where the history goes
cold until it was brought back to England and sold to
sion as the rear fittings have been removed.
star in the Boulting Brothers comedy film “Brothers in
Law” - see later. As well as the actual car, a shiny
polished replica also exists in the Barber Museum.
Fortunately, current owner Nigel has several pictures
in period, even one with a fabric roof, which will be
interesting to see and I have several pictures of the car
at the Cholmondeley pageant in 2018.
The car ended up on a farm in Dorset where some
“restoration” was attempted and the left until
someone spotted the registration, put to an two
together and rescued this most famous of cars.
Above all, the finished model will have to portray itself
as an obvious recognisable Lotus to those who view it
so this will drive the final version and that will
probably be the original Chapman version.

MK 2 as it is today with no restoration since
being recommissioned from the barn.

The MK2 got its red paint from the film company. It started life in the film as Nicholas Parson’s project that
would continually annoy the two main lawyers in the film with Parsons going on about scrapyard visits for half
shafts and stuff. Lots of banging and backfiring accompany the cars screen time which originally shows a
scruffy unpainted car desperately in need of some TLC. Finally the car turns up with Parsons at the wheel of
his smartly finished project complete with is new bride—the love interest that the two main characters were
competing for only for her to go off with the petrol head.
I hope to start cutting metal this side of Christmas and I will of course keep you posted.

Pedal Power
Quite often, things drop in my inbox out of the blue, followed, purely by coincidence, by something very similar.
Recently Peter Stevenson posted a comment on the Lotus Model Collector Facebook Group about a dubious
pedal car up for auction for around £450. Almost simultaneously, I got an email from Lawrence Johnston
containing pictures of a pedal car he has transformed into a Jim Clark Lotus 38 tribute. Either way, pedal cars
do pop up from time to time and due to the fact the pictures Peter posted have no provenance other than the
seller claiming the car to to a Lotus, Peter had good reason to sound more than a little sceptical, even
suggesting it may be a BRM. We have actually seen Peter’s pedal car before, featured some years ago in Kit
Lotus Volume 5 Issue 2. The same model but with a CLARK sticker on each side in an attempt to market the

Lotus appeal at the time and judging by the box, it must be 1963 (ish) but definitely intended as a Lotus.
If it were today, I’m sure that the pedal car would be presented as Lawrence has done with his brilliant
transformation because otherwise, we Lotus fans wouldn’t buy it just because it says “Lotus powered by
Ford” on the box. The car in Peter’s picture was
manufactured in Italy by Peg Perego and imported in
to the US by Pines of Fort Wayne Idiana and by MOBO
in the United Kingdom.
As years and technologies progress , the market
becomes more discerning and so does the
manufacturers imagination and ability to visually
represent more closely, that which it is intended to
portray. I snapped this wannabee Lotus 72D (below) at
the 2013 Club Lotus Festival at Donington Park .

Photo—Jim Marsden Collection
A bit of a squeeze but Malcolm Ricketts was
seen busily pedalling it away from the Historic
Lotus display and toward the exit, I never did
find out if it sold.
Jim never did say how much he paid for his
Lotus pedal car, except to say that he bought
it from the US Grand Prix in 2000 when the
Grand Prix made its inaugural visit to the Indianpolis Motor Speedway. Who knows, they
could be pedalling away to some nice money.

Ebbro Lotus 49
A change occurred when EBBRO launched its 1:20 plastic model range of Formula One cars. Already a well
respected company producing resincast, EBBROs move into plastic injection kits seemed to give impetus to a
scale which was the domain of TAMIYA but had stagnated somewhat with few new offers. EBBROS’s first list
promised the Lotus 49, 49B and 49C but like all makers, the scheduling just couldn’t go fast enough. Now,
some seven or so years on, we have them all and Lotus 72s and Lotus 88s and Lotus 91s plus a rumoured
Lotus 77 in the pipeline. The ever popular Lotus 49 has a big following and has brought out the best in many
modellers. Modeller Geoff Corker can be very proud of his collection of 49s having just completed his Lotus
49C.

EBBRO took the best of TAMIYA , which was after all , of considerable age if you compare the 1:12 TAMIYA 49 with the EBBRO
1:20 versions, and added somethings extra. The pre-printed tyres for example really set a model off and , a regular hobby horse of
mine is Lotus 49s with Lotus 49B paint jobs and passed off as Bs. No such thing with EBBRO they have tooled the 49B properly
and included all the differences.

More Lotus model news

Simon Parsons is another enthusiastic exponent of
EBBRO kits and the Lotus 49, his close attention to
detail shown here on the Lotus 49C cockpit section will
inevitably lead to a fantastic finished item which we are
looking forward to seeing.
Going back to my point about models improving as the
technology improves, the EBBRO 49 has both the elbow
cut-outs in the cockpit section.

Italian slot car makers POLICAR have added this Alex Bignault Embassy version of the Lotus 72D to their
range. The car depicted is from the South
African Championship and joins another
stable mate in the POLICAR range in the
shape of the Dave Charlton ‘s –Lucky
Strike Lotus 72D. The model reflects the
growing level of detail on slot cars and
would grace any static collection as well.
1:32 is the scale. Bignault campaigned
the car in this guise with the huge air box
even though the works team having tried
it in practice on Peterson’s Anderstorp
car (page 13), quickly abandoned the
idea.

Frustrated by the shortcomings of the
instructions provided with his MG MODEL PLUS
Lotus 79 in 1:12 scale, Peter Pedroza decided to
do something more relaxing by building a 1:20
TAMIYA Lotus 78 using a STUDIO 27 aftermarket
decal set, Pete has built Gunnar Nilsson’s 1977
Japanese Grand Prix Imperial version.
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